




SHIVAN & NARRESH Homes X Bent Chair captures elements from the vibrant flora and 

fauna of the dynamic Indian geography and illustrates them in a detailed spatial design 

space. Envisaged for modern homes delineating an immaculate sense of style, the collection 

demonstrates a modernist organic taste running in tandem with its refined tribal influences 

from the SHIVAN & NARRESH Patu Series. 

With a singular vision to bring collective passions for design and art together, the collabora-

tion pursues contemporary elegance with its definitive architectural aesthetic. The Patu 

Series with its strong influence of Dravidian Gond art and Andhra’s Tholu Bomalatta were 

taken forward to form art prints named Fagun & Koi coal which in turn became starting 

points for this collection to derive elements from them. An element each was taken from 

these signature Shivan & Narresh prints to derive a form and give it a spatial design to convert 

it into furniture as piece of art. 

This process of tribal art moving in to print design, which then evolved back into a tangible 

art form, is at heart of this collection’s creative process and unleashed a unique design finish 

& luxe comfort to modern day luxury homes.

FURNITURE : ART 
a coming together of two worlds



- Shivan Bhatiya

the PROCESS

Abstraction into Udder Leg Forms

KOI COAL, Scarf Edition 2019

The Ant-eater Form

Furniture art is an inventive realm of spatial design 

that involves multi-layered treatment from its incep-

tion at the drawing board to its implementation of the 

finished, tangilble form.

With an ongoing pursuit of modern elegance, it is 

essential for the designer to envelope his personal 

taste while reinventing aesthetics of design.   



FAGUN, Scarf Edition 2019

- Narresh Kukreja

the PROCESS

With Fagun, Koi and Koi Coal being the prints of 

major influence finer tribal nuances like the fantasti-

cal fish form Koi, the anteater from Koi Coal and the 

patterned lotus leaf from Fagun contribute to the 

design structure and form, thus modeling the aesthet-

ic bedrock of the collaboration.   

FAGUN, Scarf Edition 2019



Material: Steam Beech Wood Structure

Dimensions: Dia*H: 90*49 cm(Big)

Dia*H: 63*43 cm(Small)

Weight: 50 kg(Big), 35 kg(Small)

SN TUSKER
COFFEE TABLE
The visual language of the table top has been derived 

from a print of Shivan and Narresh's Fagun collection and 

wood wedges has been blended together to achieve the 

'lotus leaf' effect. Further enhancing the aesthetic, wood 

chip carving has been implemented on to the body. 

Adding to the style of the product is the ebony fire finish.



Dimensions: L*W - 10*12 Feet SN ICONO 
EYE RUG
Showcasing the iconodot of the Shivan and Narresh 

brand, the visual language of the Icono Eye Rug has been 

derived from the Koi series. Adding an element of awe 

and style to any home interior, this rug is sure to satiete 

your need of statement. Brim your home with the muted 

elegance of this rug and redefine the visual appeal of your 

interiors.



Material: Steam Beech Wood Structure

& Velvet

Dimensions: W*D*H: 127*98*75 cm

Seat Height: 46 cm

Weight: 47 kg

SN HUSK
LOUNGE CHAIR
Add an element of statement to your living room with the 

Husk Sofa Chair. Oozing an unmatched charm, this chair 

makes a sensational pick for any muted living room en-

semble. The design being derived from the print of 

Shivan and Narresh's Fagun collection, showcases the 

'rice husk' print element. Revel in the realm of comfort 

and luxury with this sofa chair.



Material: Steam Beech Wood Structure

& Velvet

Dimensions: W*D*H: 247*95*78 cm

Seat Height: 46 cm

Weight: 95 kg

SN BRUTE
SOFA
Boasting a matte velvet covering, the Brute sofa is a prod-

uct inspired from organic forms of Shivan and Narresh 

textiles. A perfect amalgamation of rustic and modern 

elements, this sofa is a statement piece for any setting. 

Solid Wood timber frame covered with a 3-layer foam 

system, this furniture is a blend of art, form and function.



Material: FRP Base, Stone Top

Dimensions: Dia*H: 28*55cm

Weight: 30 kg

SN SALMON
SIDE TABLE
An african tusk or an obelisk? It's hard to set this high 

utility table from high art. Natural marble stone top is 

chiseled to a Shark Nose edge profile making an other-

wise heavy marble look delicate and poised. The base is 

Cast metal over-moulded with reinforced resin, hand 

textured and coated with Lumino TM (for plastics)



Material: FRP Base, Stone Top

Dimensions: Dia*H: 28*55cm

Weight: 30 kg

SN CINNAMON
SIDE TABLE
An african tusk or an obelisk? It's hard to set this high 

utility table from high art. Natural marble stone top is 

chiseled to a Shark Nose edge profile making an other-

wise heavy marble look delicate and poised. The base is 

Cast metal over-moulded with reinforced resin, hand 

textured and coated with Lumino TM (for plastics)



Material: FRP Base, Stone Top

Dimensions: Dia*H: 35*55cm

Weight: 32 kg

SN GREIGE
SIDE TABLE
An african tusk or an obelisk? It's hard to set this high 

utility table from high art. Natural marble stone top is 

chiseled to a Shark Nose edge profile making an other-

wise heavy marble look delicate and poised. The base is 

Cast metal over-moulded with reinforced resin, hand 

textured and coated with Lumino TM (for plastics)textured and coated with Lumino TM (for plastics)



Material: Steam Beech Wood Structure, 

MS-Frame & Velvet

Dimesnions : W*D*H: 147*45*51 cm

Seat Height: 51 cm 

Weight: 30kg 

SN UDDER 
BENCH
Derived from an udder element in Shivan and 

Narresh prints, this padded and upholstered bench 

is striking in its appearance and ultra comfortable 

in use. Its decelptively balanced on its tapered side 

legs but is extremely stable. Has enough room for 

you and your laptop.

Narresh prints, this padded and upholstered bench 

is striking in its appearance and ultra comfortable 

in use. Its decelptively balanced on its tapered side 

legs but is extremely stable. Has enough room for 



Material: Steam Beech Wood Base, FRP 

Structure, MS Plate, Leather & Velvet          

Dimensions: W*D*H: 62*50*53 cm

Seat Height: 47 cm

Weight: 22 kg 

SN TANGERINE 
STOOL
Part of series of seating pieces in this line, 

Tangerine Stool uses the same wooden base as the 

chair. Covered in foam padded molded seat with 

hand stitched leather collar encasing its velvet 

seat cushion this piece is whimsical and 

comfortable.

Tangerine Stool uses the same wooden base as the 



Material: Steam Beech Wood, Teak Veneer 

Dimesnions : W*D*H: 120*40*81 cm

Weight: 65 kg  

SN EBONY
ASH CONSOLE
Sculptural art meets Wood-crafting technology in 

this all solid-wood piece. Kiln dried solid timber 

slats are layered together using nail-less japanese 

joinery and then hand-carved to its sculptural 

form. The entire piece is finished in our proprietary 

Lumino TM coating transforming the surfaces to a 

piano finish palissandre appearence 



Material: Steam Beech Wood Base, FRP 

Structure with Revolving Mechanism

& Leather

Dimesnions : W*D*H: 68*58*80 cm

Seat Height: 48 cm

Weight: 29 kg  

SN WALNUT 
CHAIR
Resting on its Jelly Fish like solid wood pedestal, 

this chair is formed like a contemporary Nubian 

throne. The legs are a marvel in engineering and 

form. All legs are connected to each other with a 

nailess Japanese Joinery system encasing a self 

lubricating rotating mechanism making this piece 

perfect for use as an accent chair or a desk chair. 

The seat bucket is reinforced plastic padded and 

covered in hand-finished ultra soft buffalo hide.covered in hand-finished ultra soft buffalo hide.

The seat bucket is reinforced plastic padded and 

covered in hand-finished ultra soft buffalo hide.
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